
MISUSE OF DRUGS ACT - MISUSE OF DRUGS REGULATIONS?
Intent One particular piece of subsidiary legislation under the Misuse of Drugs Act (which is about addictive drugs, not relevant to health professionals)

This regulation specifies the use of such controlled drugs in a medical setting
eg. Opiates, narcotics

Intro It is not a health product law, but a narcotics control law
under the charge of Minister for Home Affairs

administered and enforced by the Central Narcotics Bureau
in practice, MHA appoints HAS officers to administer some of the controls

Intended to control drug addiction, abuse
For medical intents - look at "controlled drug" aka CD
Generally a prohibitive act

Definitions s2
Controlled Drug
Any substance or product which is for the time being specified in Part I, II or III of the First Schedule of the main act or anything that contains any such substance or product;

similar to the Poisons List in the Poisons Act
Trafficking
To sell, give, administer, transport, send, deliver or distribute
General Prohibitions but sometimes, our medicine contain these substances!
You cannot Misuse of Drugs Regulations SL provide exemptions for medical and scientific uses an officer on duty
s5 traffick CDs Instead of "prohibiting" it provides for allowances a carrier
s6 manufacture CDs 1) Issuing licences r4 when engaging in labwork 
s7 import or export CDs you'd still need the manufacturing licence besides this when conveying drug to authorised people
s8 possess, or (a) 2) Specifying classes of people + circumstances in which it is allowed people who manufacture and supply the CDs

consume CDs (b) anyone (S1)
lay person, if they were prescribed by practitioner (S2, S3)

Further detailed controls Exclusion if obtained fradulantly
CDs are further scheduled under the SL to tier controls anyone (S1)Risk ranking (Highest to Lowest) = S4, S2, S3, S1 medical practitioner / dentist (S1, S2, S3)
S1 S2 S3 S4  + person acting according to their instruction
contains CDs in only very small quantities HIGH risk of abuse Rarely encountered substances HIGH potential for abuse practitioner (S1, S2, S3)
low risk of being abused Also have uses as medicines Have uses as medicines Little therapeutic value person conducting retail pharmacy business (S1, S2, S3)
exempted from a lot of controls LESSER risk of abuse vs S2 tightest controls practitioner / pharmacist

conducting retail pharmacy business
nurse

Import anyone Import CD (import) licence Import CD (import) licence Import CD (import) licence laboratory worker
Export anyone Export CD (export) licence Export CD (export) licence Export CD (export) licence analyst
Possessionanyone inspector

master of the ship (S1, S2, S3)
Documentation to crew/people who can lawfully supply
S2, S3 can only be supplied : retail, with a prescription r11 : wholesale, with a requisition order r10(2)

: in ink or otherwise indelible : signed by recipient
: in prescriber's handwriting : name, address, occupation of recipient
: name and address of patient : purpose of drug
: name and address of prescriber : total quantity of drug
: dated and signed★ : specify medication dose

form / strength
total quantity of prep or  number of dosage units in both words and figures★ : if dispensed in instalments, specify amount of instalments

intervals to be onbserved
: prescription is only valid

on or after date of prescription
valid for 30 days
 + prescriber must be practising in SG

S2, S4 (not S3) movement of stocks need to be documented
In a register ---- a bound book and does not include any form of loose leaf register or card index r2

pages are stuck, cannot insert or remove!
Keep in : chronological sequence r14(1)

: follow format in Fifth Schedule : or Sixth Schedule if using in hospital wards

: separate the entries for each different strength / preparation
: register is not used for any other purpose than to record CD
: keep separate registers at different premises
: keep all documents and records for 3 years

Labelling of CDs r13
Container / package must be labelled with

: amount of drug contained
: if preparation amount of drug in each dosage unit

 + number of dosage units in the container
: if the other 2 N/A, with the total amount of the preparation + % of CD in the preparation
Exclusion If they are S1, if they are supplied on a prescription

Storage of CDs r20
: kept under lock and key

: key to be in personal possession of the authorised person
eg. Pharmacy → pharmacist; hospital ward → nurse

Disposal of CDs r28
Why? If they are expired, etc…

Disposal needs to be controlled for accountability!
S2, S4 must only be destroyed in presence of and in accordance with directions of CD inspector

 + record : date of destruction
: quantity destroyed

vs Health product law:Under the charge of Minister of Health,administered and enforced by Health Science Authority HSA

Possession r5,9

Administer r6

Manufacture r7,8

Supply r7,8 S1, S2, S3

CDs are not meant for LT use, episodic only! + Not lifesaving, usually for pain management. Prescriptions have NO REPEATS, but can be collected in INSTALMENTS

Recall: We used this in lab!
r15: class of CD specified at head of the page: entry made on day of transaction or latest next day: cannot cancel/obliterate/alter any entry - correct with a note: make entries in ink / indelible - difficult to alter or tamper

At any time, only 1 person has access to the CDs, can be held accountable for it!

signed by inspector


